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Nobody cares for you like Grupo HIMA•San Pablo
Grupo HIMA•San Pablo has
4,260 employees, 200 volunteers
obody cares for you like
and 1,109 doctors with a variety of
we do,” is much more
specializations. The mammoth
than simply a credo for Grupo
healthcare group also has a total of
HIMA•San Pablo, says its Execu1,115 licensed patient beds and
tive Vice President Armando
serves more than 22 municipalities
Rodríguez. “It is our reality.”
with locations in Caguas,
Grupo HIMA•San Pablo is the
Bayamón, Humacao, and Fajardo.
result of the 2005 merger of
Rodríguez said that in the year
health systems HIMA and San
and a half since the merger of the
Pablo. The newly integrated Grupo HIMA•San Pablo two health systems, the Group has
healthcare entity is made up
made significant strides to positiveExecutive Vice
of several hospitals including
ly impact the health of its patients.
President Armando
HIMA•San Pablo Bayamon,
He said that continued improveRodríguez
HIMA•San Pablo Caguas,
ments and expansions are in store
HIMA•San Pablo Fajardo, HIMA•San Pablo- that will strengthen its ambition to be the leadHumacao, Centro Ambulatorio HIMA•San ing healthcare provider in the Caribbean and
Pablo Caguas and Centro Quirúrgico Latin America.
HIMA•San Pablo Bayamón. It also includes the
Among the imminent expansion and improveFundación Educativa HIMA•San Pablo, which ment plans, Rodríguez says, is the upcoming
aids in the development of medical residents of construction of new facilities at the Hospital
much-needed specialties and sub-specialities in HIMA•San Pablo Caguas. This will include the
Puerto Rico.
addition of a Cancer Center, another 50 private
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beds, expansion of the Adult Intensive Care
unit, a new emergency room for adults and
pediatrics, and a new modern building that will
house some of the latest technology equipment.
To be better able to meet the hospital’s growing
needs, a new medical office building will be
constructed, as well as a parking garage that
will accommodate up to 2,200 automobiles.
The executive vice president also said that the
Group’s Bayamón hospital plans to inaugurate
a new modern radiology and imaging center
and also expand its neonatal intensive care unit.
The HIMA•San Pablo Group is considered a
vanguard in the local healthcare industry.
Besides having facilities in four major municipalities, it has the first neonatal intensive care
unit in a private hospital, as well as the first cardiovascular institute in a private hospital, which
is a pioneer in open-heart surgery in Puerto
Rico. The Group also offers family suites for
birth and recovery. Its medical network consists
of more than 100 specialists and subspecialists
who respond exclusively to the hospitals that
are part of Grupo HIMA•San Pablo. 䡲

Paciv grows client base in Puerto Rico, U.S. and Ireland
BY CB STAFF
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ast-growing Paciv Inc. is expanding abroad
with plans to inaugurate offices in the United
Kingdom in February of next year, said Jorge L.
Rodríguez, president and CEO. The San Juanbased validation services provider is making the
investment to serve its life sciences clients with a
global presence and significant projects in the
U.K. and Ireland, he said.
Paciv, ranked 389 on the CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS 2006 Top Locally Owned Companies
list, reported $13.1 million in revenue last year,
more than 15% growth over the previous year.
Rodríguez projects another $2 million growth in
2006 to $16 million. Not bad for a local business
barely 10 years old. The company is a leading
provider of control system integration, computer
system validation, and commissioning/qualification and instrumentation services for the life sciences industry. The world’s top pharmaceuticals
are among its clients.
Having offices in the U.S. (Indianapolis) and
Puerto Rico produces significant leverage and
economies of scale by minimizing the learning
curve and the replication of activities, he said. At
the same time, the firm maintains consistency in
interpreting regulatory requirements among
clients’ sites worldwide.
“We understand the complete system life cycle,
from design and configuration to commissioning,
computer system validation and maintenance,”
said Rodríguez.

Paciv’s management team from left: Rick Straw, vice president of operations for region III; Samuel Estrada,
vice president of operations; Jorge Rodríguez, president and CEO; Luis Meléndez, director of validation;
José Calderón, vice president of operations; Adrienne Muñiz, comptroller and director and Shawn Perkins,
director of engineering services.

The amount of time it takes to bring a new
product to market is clearly of the utmost importance to the highly regulated pharmaceutical
industry. Being first with a hot, new drug often
means getting the largest share of the pie.
“The latest trend in the market is the leverage of
commissioning and qualification/validation activities to accelerate the speed to market, meet all
the compliance and regulatory requirements
while minimizing cost and efforts,” Rodríguez
explained.
Paciv has been recognized for its expertise, a
recipient of the prestigious Eli Lilly & Co. Global
Supplier of the Year Award for outstanding service and commitment. The 125-employee firm

also received a local award as one of the 20 Best
Employers in Puerto Rico.
“Staying true to our core competencies” is one
key to keeping the company on a winning track.
Another is “our total commitment to customer
satisfaction,” Rodríguez said.
Paciv plans to grow its client base in Puerto
Rico, the U.S. mainland and Ireland where the
company works closely with its counterpart
ProsCon, assisting common clients which allows
them to leverage resources. ProsCon is the largest
automation and CSV firm in Ireland, he noted.
The company has a winning business model,
ensuring that the right resources are doing the
right things without duplicating efforts. 䡲

